Density functional study on the structural and thermodynamic properties of aqueous DNA-electrolyte solution in the framework of cell model.
A density functional theory (DFT) in the framework of cell model is proposed to calculate the structural and thermodynamic properties of aqueous DNA-electrolyte solution with finite DNA concentrations. The hard-sphere contribution to the excess Helmholtz energy functional is derived from the modified fundamental measure theory, and the electrostatic interaction is evaluated through a quadratic functional Taylor expansion around a uniform fluid. The electroneutrality in the cell leads to a variational equation with a constraint. Since the reference fluid is selected to be a bulk phase, the Lagrange multiplier proves to be the potential drop across the cell boundary (Donnan potential). The ion profiles and electrostatic potential profiles in the cell are calculated from the present DFT-cell model. Our DFT-cell model gives better prediction of ion profiles than the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)- or modified PB-cell models when compared to the molecular simulation data. The effects of polyelectrolyte concentration, ion size, and added-salt concentration on the electrostatic potential difference between the DNA surface and the cell boundary are investigated. The expression of osmotic coefficient is derived from the general formula of grand potential. The osmotic coefficients predicted by the DFT are lower than the PB results and are closer to the simulation results and experimental data.